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SUBMISSION ON RESOURCE LEGISTATION AMENDMENT BILL

INTRODUCTION

The Wellington Civic Trust (the Trust) has as its Objects to:

a) Promote the liveability and prosperity of Wellington so that its built and natural

environment becomes a better resource for the use, benefit and enjoyment or all;

b) Stimulate public interest in the beauty, heritage and character of Wellington and its

di8nity as the capital city;

c) Support high standards in urban desiSn, landscape management, architecture,

building, transport and other infrastructure;

d) Provide a forum for citizens to feely and frankly express their aspirations for their

city.

SUBMISSIONS ON SPECIFIC MATTERS IN THE PROPOSED EILL

clause 5 Natural Hazards

Natural hazards are a major issue in many parts of New Zealand which are subject to

development, particularly cities such as Wellington. lt is appropriate the RMA should

express this as an important issue, thereby bringing it clearly within the sustainable

mana8ement context. Whilethe Trust appreciatesthe intent ofthe addition of natural

hazards addition to section 6, we consider that it does not sit comfortably in that section,

and that there will be major problems with its interpretation.

First, all other Section 6 items are effectively matters of protective intent, whereas

management of natural hazards is a totally different concept. The introduction ofthis item

in thi5 section will lead to confusion in terms ofthe case law and "best practice" that has

developed around "recognize and provide for".

Secondly, there will be a siSnificant problem in practice due to the inclusion of "significant"

in terms of risk in this section. There will be an endless future waste of resources on legal

interpretation ifthis limitation is included, as risk exposure is worked out on a case bycase

basis. The concept is well intended and presumably what is meant is the potential for future

harm. What should be managed is development, not risk.

Thirdly, sources of increasing natural hazard risk exposure for existing (and future)

development, and presumably drivers ofthe amendment, include earthquakes and climate
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change. The effects of climate change remains as a section 7 matter. lt is our view that the
management of development in relation to natural hazards should also be a RMA section 7

matter, rather than a section 6 matter. lt should be expressed in a way that is useful to
persons making decisions, rather than being expressed in a neutral way that is difficult to
interpret. We suggest that a suitably-worded sub-section which would sit alongside other
section 7 matters could be "the need to minimise the exposurc of people ond communities
to ndturul hozord sks". This would apply at all levels as a matterto which particular regard

must be had and would be more workable in practice.

Clause 11 Regional-level Development Planning

The Trust supports the specific inclusion of the new function of long-term urban planning,

and the way such planning is characterized, in the amendmentto section 30 ofthe RMA.

Some Regional Councils such as Canterbury have done this for well over a decade, despite
early arguments that it was out of scope. ln Canterbury's case, the benefits of such regional
forward planning (identifying 40 years supply of urban land) were well-demonstrated by the
ongoing recover from the Christchurch earthquake. Wellington region does not do that
through the RMA, and we think it should, to give the wider community more long-term
certainty.

It is important to have infrastructure and constraints included within the concept, and we
support the definition. While long-term is not defined, we consider this is appropriate and

able to be addressed appropriately at regional level.

Clause 37 National Planning Template

The Trust is concerned about the practicality of a national planning template given the
diversity of the country as a whole, and the diversity of current plans (which demonstrates
that all sorts of plan formats are workable). We believe that the provision that requires
Local Authorities to get their existing plans into the template within a specified time will
lead to a huge waste of resources at local authority level, to no real benefit. There is a

seriou5 danger that a template may lead to a form of prescriptive planning which has
proved counter-productive in the past. We suggest National Policy Statements and National
Environmental Standards are a much more effective means of planning for and protecting

matters of national significance.

Clause 38 lwi Participation

The Trust strongly supports the opportunities created by these provisions, both under this
heading and elsewhere where encouragement is enhanced through this Bill.
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Clause 133 Sedion 106 Changes

Section 105 has been a backstop which can usefully be used to address natural hazard risk

prior to land development. The removal of a range of speclfied types of risk is supported,

however the change now requires a "significant risr, of natural hazard to apply (which

wasn'tthe case in the past), and some ofthe usefulconcepts in the existing wording appear

to have been lost, such as potentialto affect other land or structures. This requires a careful

Appeal Rights

The loss of rights proposed in this sedion is of major concern. Not only is this undemocratic

for applicants and affected people, but there will be unintended consequences such as

Councils moving far more subdivisions into the non-complying category (most are controlled

or restricted discretionary at present). We strongly oppose this clause and ask for it to be

struck out.

Clause 153 Exchanges of Reserve Land

The Trust opposes this provision being located as a part of a resource consent. Exchanges of
recreation reserve land should be motivated by a betterment ofthe reserve and not

motivated for the benefit of a resource consent.

Clause 9, 34 105 Ministerial Authority

We oppose the provision for Ministerial power to override local and regional public

participation and collaborative process through the widespread and multi-level authority
given through the preparation of a National Template, fast track provisions and in making

regulations. This authority should be limited to matters of national significance and

advanced through National Policy Statements and National Environmental Standards.

The Trust wishes to appear before the Select Committee to speak to this submission.
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Toni Izzard
Chair
Wellington Civic Trust


